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Introduction
Let the falling factorial be defined by
The generalized falling factorial (t;ᾱ) n , associated with the parameterᾱ = (α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) where α j , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, is a sequence of real or complex numbers, is defined by
The multiparameter non-central Stirling numbers of the first and the second kind, respectively, were introduced by El-Desouky [1] with
The numbers s (n, k;ᾱ) and S(n, k;ᾱ) , respectively, satisfy the recurrence relations s(n + 1, k;ᾱ) = s(n, k − 1;ᾱ) + (α k − n)s (n, k;ᾱ) (1.3)
